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here on BANGBANGTUBE.Q: Retrieve server side after form submit in MVC3 The best way to send a form in
MVC3 is Is there a way to get the value of the form once it is submitted. I am using jQuery. A: You could put your
submit form in a form that redirects on submit. And then, use jQuery's.submit() function to capture the form's
submit: $("#MyForm").submit(function(e) { alert("Submit was triggered"); e.preventDefault(); return false; });
Submitted by James K. Chatterton via The Burning Platform blog, Unlike most economists, I find myself drawn to
the inescapable conclusion that financial repression is near-fatal to capitalism, even as I struggle to understand
its reasoning. You can see financial repression play out in many of the housing markets I am familiar with, but its
presence is much more pronounced in countries that borrow heavily from foreigners to fund their trade deficits.
Indeed, it was our understanding of the derivation of that deficit that led to the investigation that has now
uncovered so many dodgy trades by such a broad range of government officials in Saudi Arabia, China, Lebanon,
Argentina, and the Philippines. And it is the existence of those so-called “corridor trades” that has led to Saudi
Aramco’s decision to hold about $400 billion in cash, something that I have already predicted will lead to a
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